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PART 1 OVERVIEW:  
BRAND SAFETY IN 
MAINSTREAM NEWS SITES 

"Brand Safety" describes the controls that companies in the digital advertising supply chain 
employ to protect brands against negative impacts to the brand's consumer reputation 
associated with specific types of content and/or related loss of return on investment." 

Trustworthy Accountability Group

Brand safety has become an explosive issue, affecting anyone who cares about consumer trust, 
brand sustainability, transparency of advertising, or the future of the news media. 
In its definition, marketing and media industry body, Trustworthy Accountability Group (TAG), 
recognizes the damage done by unsafe placements for consumer trust and campaign 
performance. 
Further broadening the definition of unsafe content, the global media giant, GroupM,  
says 'misplacement of ads' should be avoided next to three types of online content.

1. Unlawful Content that contravenes the law,  
    for example, sexual assault or child abuse;  
    promotion of drugs or illegal criminal activity 

2. Illicit Content that is widely accepted to be inappropriate   
    for any client’s brand by the industry including nudity,    
    pornography, and suffering and violence 

3. Unsuitable Content which does not align with  
    the brand values of a particular client.

This study, uncovering the brand safety violations of 70 of the world's most iconic brands on mainstream 
news sites, is concerned with the third of these content types. The placement of ads next to legitimate 
news stories which do not align with a brand's values constitutes the most complex area of brand safety. 
Through an analysis of the most common violations made by brands, this paper considers the tests on 
all sides of brand safety. These include the challenges for advertisers to protect their brand, the need for 
better reach in campaigns despite a tighter brand safety focus, and news sites seeking a sustainable and 
robust news media in this new landscape.



PART 1 OVERVIEW:  
BRAND SAFETY 
TOP OF MIND FOR CEOS

Far from diminishing in the past year, the need to tackle brand safety has been elevated to become 
a top priority for CMOs and CEOs. This culminated in YouTube taking far-reaching actions to disable 
comments on some videos to avoid alienate advertising dollars or users. At the same time, online 
news sites have been hit hard with 43 percent of media buyers avoiding advertising next news-
related content.  

Meanwhile big spenders have cut programmatic ads and ramped up digital direct ad placement. It 
is hurting the bottom line and not just of publishers — ads that appear near negative content 
result in a 2.8x reduction in consumers' intent to associate with these brands. However everyone 
relying on digital ad spend is affected — 64 percent of marketers say efforts to enhance brand 
safety are negatively impacting the performance of their online campaigns.

https://youtube-creators.googleblog.com/2019/02/more-updates-on-our-actions-related-to.html
https://digiday.com/marketing/digiday-research-43-percent-media-buyers-say-avoid-news-content/
https://www.thedrum.com/news/2019/03/13/10-top-digital-advertisers-shift-significant-spend-programmatic-direct-digital
https://www.prnewswire.com/news-releases/consumers-view-non-brand-safe-ads-as-an-intentional-endorsement-by-the-brand-according-to-new-study-by-cheq-magna-and-ipg-media-lab-300737556.html
https://www.prnewswire.com/news-releases/survey-4-in-10-brands-deliver-ads-on-unsafe-sites-300700538.html


PART 2 BAD IMPRESSIONS:  
METHODOLOGY

CHEQ analyzed 70 global iconic brands serving ads on 
mainstream news stories published online between 
January 2018 and March 2019. The brands included 39 US 
companies (including 21 Fortune 500 companies) and 
multinational leaders based in countries including the UK, 
France, and Germany.  

The brands were chosen because they are some of the 
biggest advertisers in the world collectively spending 
hundreds of billions of dollars of online advertising. 

Though headquartered in major jurisdictions, and in more 
than 15 different sectors, no company or industry was 
immune from brand safety violations. The discovery 
process for any brand violations was limited - researchers 
searched for a maximum of 3 hours for brand safety 
violations for each company. 

Airline……………………………….……………… 

Alcohol………………………………………..…… 

Automobile………………………………….…… 

Beverages………………………………………… 

Brewer……………………………………………… 

Broadcaster……………………………………… 

Cosmetics………………………………………… 

Department store……………………….…… 

Designer…………………………………………… 

Electronics…………………………………..…… 

Entertainment…………………………….…… 

Financial Services……………………….…… 

FMCG…………………………………………..…… 

Food…………………………………………….…… 

Grocer………………………………………….…… 

Hardware…………………………………….…… 

Insurance…………………………………….…… 

Luxury Goods…………………………………… 

Online retailer……………………………..…… 

Personal grooming……………………..…… 

Pharmaceuticals……………………………… 

Professional association……………..…… 

Restaurant…………………………………..….. 

Social media………………………………..….. 

Sostware……………………..……………….….. 

Sportswear………………..…………………….. 

Telecommunications..………………….….. 

Toy Industry..…………………..………………. 

Utilities..…………………..……………………… 

Vehicle services..…………………..………… 

Watchmaker..…………………..……………….
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PART 2 BAD IMPRESSIONS:  
THE RESULTS

Looking at these 70 brands, CHEQ recorded 178 brand 
safety violations on mainstream news sites. In each 
case, promotions and offers were served next to 
content considered inappropriate in the context of 
brands' missions and marketing goals. Every brand saw 
at least one violation with the potential to cause severe 
damage to its mission and goals. 

*Brands and their global headquarters

US…………………………………..…………… 

Germany………………………..……………. 

France………………………..……………….. 

Italy………………………………..…………… 

Japan………………………………..………… 

Netherlands……………………..…………. 

UK…………………………………..…………… 

Demark…………………………………..…… 

Czech Republic………………………..….. 

Switzerland……………………………..….. 

Canada…………………………..……………. 

South Korea…………………..……………. 

Hong Kong…………………..……………… 

Ireland…………………..……………………. 

China…………………..……………………….
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PART 2 
THE MOST COMMON BRAND SAFETY 
VIOLATIONS ACROSS 70 BRANDS

Headlines from brand safety violations by 70 top brands 2018-2019 
  
CHEQ analyzed 70 global iconic brands which served ads on mainstream news stories 
published online between January 2018 to March 2019. 
Our researchers recorded 178 brand safety violations where promotions and offers were 
served next to content considered inappropriate in the context of brands’ mission and 
marketing goals. The above word cloud, using the headlines of news stories which were 
counted as brand violations, shows the types of content brands have paid to be aligned 
with. Below are just some of the full headlines from these articles. 
  
Just some of the incongruous incidents uncovered during the research included: 
• an iconic carmaker advertising next to the story of a mother and daughter charged 

with murdering five family members (February 2019) 
• a beauty brand providing the backdrop for a story about a Missouri couple accused of 

imprisoning 4 children in boxes (August 2018) 
• an outdoor rock concert advertised next to the details of an assault on a campground 

(September 2018) 
• a gas and electric provider advertiser prominently in a news story about a woman who 

died from a gas explosion, and in which a baby had to be rescued. (October 2018) 



PART 2 
RAPE AND SEXUAL ASSAULT MAKE UP  
MORE THAN ONE-THIRD OF VIOLATIONS

In our analysis, rape and sexual assault made up more than one-third (34%) of brand safety 
violations which saw leading US food-makers, automobile names, tech leaders and retailers 
advertising next to graphic online news stories, including several sexual assaults of young children. 
In some cases, the brands, which included 22 Fortune 500 companies, saw their ads served in highly 
brand-sensitive associations — for instance, a multinational digital home entertainment brand 
besides a news article about the videoing of sexual assaults. 
In many cases, the advertising took the form of pre-roll ads — with brands effectively "introducing" 
many of these graphic news articles. 

Breakdown of brand safety category violations discovered across 70 brands

Rape/sexual assault…………..……. 

Murder…………..……………………………… 

Natural Disaster…………..……………. 

violence……………..…………………………. 

Accident…………..…………………………… 

Distress…………..……………………………. 

Brand on brand negativity…….. 

Terrorism…………..………………………… 

Death…………..………………………………… 

Disease…………..…………………………….. 

Hate Crime…………..……………………… 

Suicide…………..……………………………… 

War…………..…………………………………….. 

Animal Abuse…………..………………….

34 % 

29 % 

8 % 
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6 % 
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3 % 
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1% 
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The second biggest violation involved brands advertising next to details of osten-brutal murders 
(making up 29% of safety violations). 

This included 13 articles in which these brands appeared in highly publicized shootings in the US, 
alongside several stories with graphic details of violence. In one case, a family cereal-maker 
advertised next to a brutal story about a Tinder-date killer” who strangled and dismembered his 
victim. Meanwhile another household name consumer brand, in a breezy promotion offered millions of 
dollars of prizes. However, these ads were served this next to a story about a16-year-old girl fatally 
shot in McCloud, from October 2018. The same promotion introduced a story about convicted 
murderer charged with rape who used Hurricane Florence as a smokescreen for further attacks on 
victims. 

in 3% of violations found, companies advertised their regular promotions next to stories detailing 
unfolding crises at their own company. This included one company serving adverts next to stories 
about a damaging product recall at their firm, while another brand served promotions to consumers 
reading about an operations meltdown at their company. This follows similar findings that aster any 
major sector crisis, unsafe brand placement is common, such as when airline ads were immediately 
served next to stories about the crash of Ethiopian Airlines Flight 302 in March 2019 which lest 157 
people dead. 

Like in many of these cases, the serving of ads in these contexts fails to align with the brand's values 
or mission. In any event, it is a deep problem for consumer trust as studies show that consumers 
assume that such online ad placements are intentional. 

PART 2 
RAPE AND SEXUAL ASSAULT MAKE UP  
MORE THAN ONE-THIRD OF VIOLATIONS

https://www.marketing-interactive.com/mediacorp-pulls-ads-running-alongside-plane-crash-coverage-on-news-sites/
https://www.marketing-interactive.com/mediacorp-pulls-ads-running-alongside-plane-crash-coverage-on-news-sites/
https://www.cheq.ai/the-brand-safety-effect


PART 3 BEYOND THE BLACKLIST: 
TAKEAWAYS FROM THE FINDINGS

In order not to be associated with any of the graphic news articles identified in this report, most advertisers 
and publishers have used simple methods to keep brands safe. However, our findings show that despite much-
heralded attempts to prevent brand safety these methods are not successful.

ADVERTISING ON SPORTS, FASHION OR CULTURE 
ALONE DOES NOT GUARANTEE SAFETY 
in an attempt to avoid advertising next to controversial topics categories, many advertisers have been 
advised to remain away from the “front news” pages. Instead they are focusing on more neutral areas such 
as sports or culture or business. However, our analysis reveals that online sport coverage accounted for 3% 
of the stories of rape and sexual assaults which brands aligned themselves besides. This flies in the face of 
advice given to many brands suggesting that category tagging can be used to ensure placement in safer 
categories. The sports or entertainment pages can be as unsafe as the more crime-laden top news stories.

BLACKLISTS AND WHITELISTS  
The advertising and publishing industries' most common 
weapon in the fight against brand safety violations is a 
blacklist which identifies the sites and keywords against 
which an advertiser does not want its advertising to appear. 
In contrast, a whitelist identifies only the sites on which an 
advertiser wants its advertising to appear. These tools are 
used by around 70% of buyers. 
  

However, among brands and agencies using these tools few 
have been happy with the results from the increasing use of 
these methods. The full problems are further demonstrated 
by our findings. 

70%

https://digiday.com/marketing/site-blacklists-often-fail-programmatic-ad-buying/


PART 3 BEYOND THE BLACKLIST: 
TAKEAWAYS FROM THE FINDINGS

USE OF KEYWORDS ALONE  
CAUSING MAJOR ISSUES 
In other cases, top LGBT news sites have suffered from the use of keyword categorization.  
In analyzing its brand safety efforts, media site Vice found that terms like "gay" were being placed higher 
on blacklists than other keywords such as "rape," "death" and "heroin." UK news site, Pink News says 
terms such as "gay marriage" are frequently no-goes for advertisers.  
They have branded the blacklisting of their content as a new "queer erasure". The lack of refinement and 
transparency about such decisions makes the situation harder.  
The potential for democracy and debate can be chilling. ThinkProgress, a news site dedicated to rigorous 
reporting and analysis from a "progressive perspective” complained about "being financially punished for 
our work exposing racism.” It has been forced to change from an ad-revenue model to a membership 
structure. Meanwhile in the UK, the word ‘Parliament’ and "Brexit" now appear on keywords that brands 
consider “toxic” according to publishers such as The Guardian.

KEYWORDS  
LACKING CONTEXT 
Many ads are not served because keywords searches do not understand the context in which they are being used. 
James Wildman, CEO of Hearst UK points out that with as many as 2,000 blocked words from advertisers, they 
are being blocked for “shoots” as they write about photo shoots and the The Duchess of Sussex is frequently 
blocked because Meghan Markle’s new title has has the word “sex”. In this way, these keyword cages block safe 
content. In this article, former Celtics shooting guard Ricky Davis described as "killing it" on the basketball field 
would have been benched by brands — despite only his form being deadly. The Huffington Post's take on Adam 
Lambert's “Killer Queen" performance at the Oscars would have been flagged for murder, even though his 
"dynamite" performance lest fans only metaphorically shell-shocked. Comic book news site, CBR.com found that 
Rotten Tomatoes "Bombed Results for Captain Marvel". Even though no superheroes were harmed, ad dollars 
(much like movie-goers) would have stayed away.

https://www.campaignlive.com/article/vice-slams-brand-safety-keyword-blacklists-alarming-probe/1495610
https://www.campaignlive.com/article/vice-slams-brand-safety-keyword-blacklists-alarming-probe/1495610
https://www.thedrum.com/news/2019/03/19/tesco-media-boss-publishers-you-need-take-more-responsibility-brand-safety?utm_campaign=Newsletter_Daily_EuropeAM&utm_source=pardot&utm_medium=email
https://www.boston.com/sports/boston-celtics/2018/06/06/ricky-davis-big-3-league
https://www.boston.com/sports/boston-celtics/2018/06/06/ricky-davis-big-3-league
https://www.cbr.com/captain-marvel-rotten-tomatoes-reviews-mcu-record-low/


The use of AI is allowing the true relevance of online content to be understood and interpreted faster and more 
accurately than humans can. In the words of Forrester report on AI in marketing, "AI-driven marketing’s 
promise is not to add yet one more technology to the heap, but to simplify the process of stitching together 
disparate data and sources and reducing time and complexity in turning them into actionable insights." 
The CHEQ AI has been developed for five years and trained on millions of pieces of content to understand the 
exact meaning of any news source. Using custom-built machine learning and deep learning technology, the 
CHEQ algorithm has learned hundreds of contexts, which allows it to distinguish between different news 
situations. In milliseconds, the AI can confirm with human-levels of accuracy what a piece of content is - and is 
not - whether it is a post on body modification, an article on personal finance or an essay about fine art. 
  
Some of the content categories that AI has learned

PART 4 THE PROMISE OF AI: 
THE RETURN OF NUANCE AND REACH
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GAMBLING
 
SEXUALLY EXPLICIT 

DRUGS 

SMOKING AND TOBACCO 

ALCOHOL 

RELIGION

POLITICS 

BODY MODIFICATION 

SENSITIVE SOCIAL ISSUES 

TRAGEDY AND 
INTERNATIONAL CONFLICT 

DISEASES AND CONDITIONS

AUTOMOTIVE

BOOKS AND LITERATURE

BUSINESS AND FINANCE

CAREERS

EDUCATION

EVENTS AND ATTRACTIONS

FAMILY AND RELATIONSHIPS

FINE ART

FOOD & DRINK

HEALTHY LIVING

HOBBIES & INTERESTS

HOME & GARDEN

MEDICAL HEALTH

MOVIES

MUSIC AND AUDIO

NEWS AND POLITICS

PERSONAL FINANCE

PETS

POP CULTURE

REAL ESTATE

SCIENCE

SHOPPING

SPORTS

STYLE & FASHION

TECHNOLOGY & 
COMPUTING

TELEVISION

TRAVEL

VIDEO GAMING

Crucially, with the use of AI brands can plug in their exact brand-specific preferences. The brands can specify 
exact variations about where ads should — and should not — appear based on context. This level of technology 
for analyzing content has only been possible with advances in computing over the last five years. Monitoring 
context and nuance, not keywords â€” AI operates in a far more sophisticated manner than a blunt “keyword 
search”. Keyword searches can be over and under-inclusive, as words may be absent from relevant documents, 
or present in irrelevant documents. True AI recognizes a concept however it is phrased or wherever it appears 
in a document.

https://albert.ai/wp-content/uploads/2017/02/AI-The-Next-Generation-Of-Marketing_Final.pdf
https://albert.ai/wp-content/uploads/2017/02/AI-The-Next-Generation-Of-Marketing_Final.pdf


PART 4 THE PROMISE OF AI: 
THE RETURN OF NUANCE AND REACH

CONTEXT IS KING   
Everyone agrees that brand safety is subjective which is why such customization is crucial. The decision 
on whether an ad should be served should depend on the exact mission and sensitives of the company 
— for example, a fast food company’s ad appearing next to an article about heart disease could be off 
limits. Nick Ashley, the UK grocery giant Tesco's head of media, says: “It’s really important we get it 
right. There’s one thing which is about brand safety and the other is about brand suitability. What’s right 
for me might not be right for Aston Martin and vice versa."

CASE STUDY OF AI USE IN BRAND SAFETY 
Using lexical semantics, a subfield of linguistic semantics and natural language processing (NLP), 
algorithms can identify, in milliseconds, the meaning of a word with respect to context. 
In this case, a fast-food restaurant chain is looking to avoid advertising next to content about obesity. 
Engineers have trained the AI to define obesity as a category, but also trained it to understand sub-terms 
in context (such as heart-disease and diabetes). To uncover if a piece of content is about obesity or not, 
the technology does not just look at one specific keyword, but rather analyzes how many category sub-
terms are present in the article, and what's the relation between them. This allows the AI to understand if 
an obesity-related word was randomly present or if the content is about obesity. 
Meanwhile, image recognition (or “computer vision”) makes it possible for applications using deep 
learning algorithms to understand imagery, similarly to the way NLP (Natural Language Processing) 
allows a computer to understand text. This for instance spots (along with other measures) if a brand’s ad 
is being served on a page that has guns, military or prisoner uniforms. This contributes an extra layer of 
brand safety for publishers and brands.  
This type of technology is tipping the balances to more meaningful and quality campaigns that suit 
brands. In the words of Mastercard Chief Marketing Officer Raja Rajamannar: "What's the point in having a 
scale if it's not high quality and puts the brand at risk?" 
Forrester adds that AI is giving marketers the unprecedented ability to "better understand context". It is 
crucial must embrace new technology at a time when "consumers have upped their expectations for how 
they want brands to interact with them."

FINAL THOUGHTS 
Every time there is a poor brand placement it wastes media spend. But perhaps most importantly, serving of 
ads in the contexts uncovered damages brand equity and damages consumer trust, which in many cases has 
taken generations and several billion dollars to create. 
The search for safety in mainstream news is undoubtedly complex, requiring the balance of many different 
priorities. However, any solution must necessarily involve ensuring suitable protection for brands, greater 
transparency about decision-making, and find every route to restore a democratic and ad-driven news media 
in a brand-safe context.  

https://www.marketingweek.com/2019/03/19/tesco-media-brand-safety/?message=4&action=adresponse&status=error&ct_5c920a9359d2b=5c920a9359d2d
https://www.adweek.com/digital/whats-the-state-of-brand-safety-in-2018/
https://albert.ai/wp-content/uploads/2017/02/AI-The-Next-Generation-Of-Marketing_Final.pdf

